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Abstract 

Margaret Eleanor Atwood, as a feminist writer and Canadian nationalist approaches to the issue of gender 

inequality, problems of women 's search for identity in his novels. As written by Eleonora Rao, 'the most 

critical readings' s work Atwood, however, emphasize the presence of research subjects for the discovery 

of unity and self-control. Her novels represent the power struggle between the sexes. Atwood, in his novels 

explores and exposes the unfortunate situation of women in the stifling patriarchal society. J. Brook Bouson 

noted in this context, the novels “Margaret Atwood’s women show concern extreme by male domination 

and sexual exploitation that have always plagued women.”  

INTRODUCTION: 

Atwood’s novels portray women' subordination and oppression in patriarchal society. Male 

manipulation and exploitation of the female body is a common phenomenon found in his novels. There are 

so many writers who have addressed the issue of gender inequality, women 'victimization and power 

struggle between the sexes s, but not so attractive that makes portray Atwood. The nameless protagonist to 

surface, Elaine Risley cat's eye, Marian of The Edible Woman, Joan Foster Lady Oracle, Elizabeth and 

Lesje of life before man, Rennie Wilford injury and Offred tale slave all suffer from varying the shape of 

retaliation. 

“Margaret Atwood closes with the piercing expectation exhausting and injured, caught in a world that 

appears to put forth no encouragement to jail, he could by one way or another get by all things 

considered”(133).  

Margaret Atwood cannot related with a specific wellspring of women's liberation. Truly, another 

bound together hypothesis that joins all these diverse flows of woman's rights proposed. Howells remarks:  

“In the novel Atwood handles a wide scope of social issues such assorted variety of perspectives 

that gets away from the effortlessness of a solitary women's activist position” (14).  

She attempts to deconstruct control governmental issues by and large, in his books. She needs ladies 

to surrender their exploited people and become an inventive no unfortunate casualties. As Gomez says 

Christine Atwood needs ladies "to close their job of injured individual and endeavor to change the Victor-

unfortunate casualty jobs or leave the circumstance of sex termination to be innovative not exploited 

people" (85)  

women's activist vision Atwood 's is very expansive, shifted and offers another point of view on 

ladies' issues. Atwood communicates solid women's activist issues through his composition. Indeed, the 

sex issue remains their greatest concern. A cautious examination of Atwood 's female heroes lady 

consumable eyes feline demonstrates its primary female character is a portrayal of all ladies who are 

exploited people and limited by sex and governmental issues. She depicts the enduring of their female 

heroes, Limited. inside the four dividers of their homes his books represent the quality and proactive nature 

of ladies battling against sex disparities and look for their very own autonomous character underscores 

Rigney .:  
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“Fundamental characters Atwood "s are dependably travelers through custom and fantasy 

looking for another personality and finding a voice ... With the declaration that the 

character.” (104).  

The female heroes in seven books Atwood 's that have been examined in this postulation is the exclusive 

class of society. We met the dissidents keep running as a typical factor in every one of its heroes, helping 

them being against this man centric culture that controls and endeavors fundamental characters. Atwood 's 

eventually need to confront every one of the troubles with bravery and quality. They are engaged with a 

savage battle for opportunity and character. Her women's activist awareness to express their covered up and 

smothered voice - a voice that is heard in the coming hundreds of years; a voice that rehashes its different 

battles and types of exploitation; and, most importantly, a voice that manages their method for survival. 

Subsequently, woman's rights are the fundamental reason for his composition. 

“Margaret Atwood is a pioneer who experience different types of story in their endeavor 

to enough express women's activist issues tended to by it. In the topical and auxiliary 

dimensions, yet additionally in the association of female characters, books Atwood’s are 

based sexual legislative issues.”(74) 

Atwood s books, managing sex governmental issues. His books uncover the quiet and shrouded 

sex activities and correlation of approach. The consideration of perusers of the negative elements of sexual 

orientation separation. Assaulted the restricted structures, the prevailing social and tasteful personality and 

sex... Her books are really founded on sexual orientation legislative issues Christine Gomez clarifies:  

Specifically, books Atwood analyzes issues identified with governmental issues, sex, for example, 

constrained distance of ladies under man centric society, the meaning of delimitation of ladies concur with 

the purpose to crush the male centric singularity of ladies, decrease bit by bit the space female ladies through 

different procedures and ladies "s look for character, self-definition and independence.  

Atwood books are liable to a solid women's activist awareness, which keeps running as a 

propensity. Its heroes in the long run exceed their doled out sexual orientation jobs and inclination sound 

human connection among people. Albeit at first their female heroes are exploited people on account of their 

male partners, yet inevitably rise as survivors. Once, to spare their lives, Atwood’s driving women likewise 

turned out to be defiant. His female hero 's battle to locate a significant life for them. Despite the fact that 

they are casualties of various ways, yet they figure out how to endure effectively at last. All the principle 

characters are compelled to bear changing degrees of retribution however wear "t surrender and beat their 

difficulties. In spite of the fact that its principle characters have their contentions anonymous hero surface 

is partitioned; the storyteller hero of Lady Oracle has a few free; Elaine is divided; Marian, the star of The 

Edible Woman is likewise reflected by Peter and Rennie broke their character, they can conquer their own 

issues generally. They can discover their character.  

Margaret Atwood is an extraordinary investigator of the human personality and significant 

translator of life. His story expertise, suddenness and freshness underline the wealth of his imaginative 

ability. His characters hold the consideration of perusers. Its heroes are for the most part ladies who are 

commanded and mistreated by man centric culture. In this manner, the battle against male mastery and look 

for their very own autonomous personality, which is by all accounts the sole mission of their lives. Atwood 

fictionalize pursuit of their female heroes and show them early, not as unfortunate casualties always, yet a 

power that gets by regardless of mistreatment, and demonstrate a soul of prevalence and the subsequent 

triumph. Atwood centers around the pathetic state of ladies in a general public that is transcendently male. 

Atwood additionally challenges that ladies ought to pursue the standards of profound quality and 

become a model for society. E 'against this belief system saying so expect the model for the spread just 

females, and subsequently don't anticipate that a man should turn into a model also. Along these lines, it 

empowers its female heroes with a power that empowers them to change over their mediocrity prevalence. 

She needs ladies to be solid to counter male mastery. As a commentator Germaine Greer says ladies are 

relied upon to Margaret Atwood:  
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To dismiss the shackles and deformations and claim their bodies and the wonder of his 

capacity, to acknowledge the laws of excellence. . . have something to be wanted, 

something to do, something to be accomplished, and toward the end give something 

certified. . . manly temperance’s support goads, liberality and against (328).  

Atwood additionally contradicts male predominance in the writing. she needs scholars to pursue, 

so you can consolidate men around there. In her article, "The cats ee" composes that “for an extensive 

stretch of time, men of writing were viewed as people, ladies just as instances of classification, possibly it's 

a great opportunity to take the capital W of ladies "(228). Despite the fact that the books of Margaret Atwood 

s' are intriguing women's activist books amid the execution of a solid current of woman's rights in her books 

,. In any case, we should not constrain women's activist author unadulterated reality, it is an alternate and 

hard to accomplish essayist whose women's activist vision is adequately expansive and concern goes past 

woman's rights. Atwood’s books informs us regarding the unequal sex structure found in a man centric 

culture where ladies unfortunate casualties smothered and are utilized in each progression. His books 

additionally mirrors the battle of their female heroes to set up their free personality. Atwood truth long for 

another existence where there is no segregation among people. In this manner, you need to put ladies on an 

equivalent balance with their male partners. In this way, Atwood needs to annihilate the sexual orientation 

control structure that leaves a lady develop as an individual. As indicated by Atwood, the lady turns into an 

unfortunate casualty because of man centric powers that oppresses and makes a steady risk to their 

independence. 

To endure, Atwood 's female hero denounce disparities of this sort of society. Consequently, they 

register their solid challenge against male mastery. Presently no longer subject to their male personality and 

accomplish his' own character unmistakable from its accomplices. you are not happy with their standard 

life, split far from him and break somewhere else. along these lines, this break from their tedious every day 

life likewise helps their survival. to be sure they look for heroes Atwood 's that their male partners female 

human character. Its primary characters defy the possessiveness of men and decline to be inside the four 

dividers of their homes. Her books have revealed insight into how the male defrauds ladies and their 

possessive disposition towards ladies. The fundamental characters of Atwood's The Edible Woman in 

feline's eye, the insubordination to the approach sought after by the male sexual man centric culture through 

the foundation of family and marriage. They are opposing male sexual arrangements that treat ladies as an 

item to fulfill male sexuality. The incongruity is that, from one perspective, man is absolutely allowed to 

fulfill their sexual requests, however then again, ladies must choose between limited options about affection 

and sex. She can express their sexuality simply because of social boundaries built up in that. So we see a 

twofold standard that exists in the public arena overwhelmed by men. 

Margaret Atwood against male control of ladies, yet female mastery of man as communicated in 

his novel Life before man. Through the character of Elizabeth, the writer indicates how the jobs of exploited 

people (ladies) and writer (male) trade and how the person in question (lady) turns into a killer. In life 

before man, Atwood wishes to elucidate that the man centric structure of intensity and control isn't explicit 

to a specific sort. Straight to the point Davey additionally has a similar view: 

Life before man clarifying that Atwood "macho p relying upon fork lady or request against turmoil, 

strong, fluid, contrasted with the static procedure, division against an entire, as an allegory as opposed to a 

strict refinement among people ( 90).  

As Margaret Atwood as an exploration alludes to women's activist ladies' character, similarly, 

Atwood as a Canadian patriot concerns the topic of Canadian personality. Truth be told, she 's scan for 

character is connected to his female. hero 's Canada as a look for an autonomous character Atwood draws 

parallels between the circumstance in Canada as a country and the status of ladies as remarks Howells .: 

"Experience of Women sexual orientation and its relationship to the issue of the specialist 

of political power male centric conventions have family relationship with the Canadian 

type of social government of the United States, just as his inner conflict toward his 

European legacy (22).  
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In this way, through his books of Margaret Atwood an all around characterized that people ought 

to be dealt with similarly, as they have a similar human limit message is given. He brutally against 

segregation dependent on sexual orientation and need both genders ought to have equivalent chance to 

develop and succeed. Atwood additionally reprimands sex generalizations forced on ladies in a male centric 

culture. It is to impart the pride, certainty and nobility of ladies through their books. She pushes make a 

positive atmosphere for all round improvement of ladies. Atwood assault on man centric power structures 

and male expert in his books. His books uncover the void of the ethical twofold gauges and victimization 

ladies in this general public ruled by men. 

Conclusion: 

So Atwood female leads at last to understand that they have a character that is unique and 

exceptional for you each. critical commitment Atwood "s for contemporary fiction is that it conveys would 

like to the people in question and the abused female heroes. In the books of their ladies end the quiet to 

look for their very own worldwide vehicle. All heroes leave on a voyage to discover lost, so as to avoid 

further exploitation of psyche. of his books is that there must be uniformity in social connection among 

people and to live respectively to keep free from sexual misuse and misuse around the world.  

Where both genders should see themselves as equivalent accomplices. As indicated by Atwood. 
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